
 

 

MA8452-STATISTICS  &  NUMERICAL  METHODS 

Two mark questions & answers 
UNIT – I  TESTING OF  HYPOTHESIS 

1.State  Null  Hypothesis(H0)    Nov-Dec  2012/May-june2011 

              For   applying   the  test  of  significance,we  first  set  up  a  hypothesis   

which is a  statement  about  the  population  parameter. This  statement  is   

   usually  a  hypothesis  of  no  difference   and  so  it  is  called  null  hypothesis 

and  is   denoted  by  H0. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2.What  do  you  mean  by  Alternative  hypothesis? Nov-Dec  2012/May-june2011 

              Any   hypothesis  which  is  complementary  to  the  null  hypothesis(H0) 

   is  called  an  alternative  hypothesis  and  is  denoted  by  H1. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

3.Define  Critical  region. 

              A  region,  corresponding  to  a  statistic t,  in  the  sample  space  S  which 

   amounts  to  rejection  of  the  null  hypothesis  H0   is  called  as  critical  region  

or  region   of  rejection. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

4.What  is  meant  by  Critical  value  or  Significant   value? 

              The  value  of  the  test  statistic  which  separates  the  critical  region    

   from  the  acceptance  region  is  called  the  critical  value  or  significant  value. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

5. DefineType I Error  &Type  II  Error. Nov-Dec 2011/Apr-May 2011 

In  sampling  theory  to  draw  a  valid  inference  about  the population   

   parameter   on  the  basis  of  the  sample  results,we  decide  to  accept or  to   

reject  the   null  hypothesis  after  examining  a  sample  from  it. 

Type  I  Error  :  Rejection of  null  hypothesis  when  it is correct. 

Type  II  Error :  Acceptance  of  null  hypothesis  when  it is wrong. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

6. Write  down  the  procedure  for  Testing  the  hypothesis(For  two-tailed  test) 

The  null  hypothesis  is             

The  alternative  hypothesis  is          

        Since  n  is  large  the  sampling  distribution  of     is  approximately  normal(on   the  

assumption  that  H0  is  true   the  statistic    
    

        
 

is  approximately  N(0,1).  We  take  the  level  of  significance  as   ). 

 

Inference  :   For  a  significance level           (5%  level)  

if         ,    is accepted   at  5%  level. 

If  >1.96,      is  rejected  at  5%  level. 

For            (1%  level) 

if          ,  0 is accepted   at  1%  level. 

If          ,      is  rejected  at  1%  level. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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7.State  Confidence  or  Fiducial  Limits  &  Confidence  Interval. 

    Confidence  interval   is  an  interval  that  provides  lower  and  upper  

   limits for  a  specific  population  parameter  is  expected  to  lie.(whose   value   

   is  unknown).  The  two  values  of  the  statistic  which  determine  the  limits 

   of   the  interval  are  called  confidence  limits.  Thus  confidence  interval  is   

   the  interval  in  which  a population  parameter  is expected  to  lie  with   

    certain  probability 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8.Define  student’s  t-test  for  difference  of  means  of  two  samples. 

  
             

  
 

  
 

 

  

withd.f.       where     
             

               
 

       
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

9.Write  down  the  formula of test  statistic  t  to  test  the  significance  of   

Difference  of  means  of  two  samples. 

      
               

 
  

 

  
 

  
 

  

           are  sample  means,   
    

  are  sample  

     Variances,        are sample  sizes. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

10. State  the  applications  of      distribution.    Nov-Dec 2011 

      The   chi-square  distribution  has  a  large  number  of   applications  in   

     statistics   and  some  of  them  are  listed  below: 

      1. To  test  the  goodness   of  fit. 

      2. To  test  the  independence  of  attributes. 

      3. To  test  the  homogeneity  of  independent  estimates  of  the population variance. 

      4. To  test  if  the  hypothetical  value   of  the  population  variance  is     

      5. To  test  the  homogeneity   of  independent  estimates  of  the  population Correlation  

         co-efficient  . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

11.Write  down the  conditions  for  validity  of       test. Apr-May 2011/May-June2011 

     For  the  validity  of  chi-square  test  of  goodness  of  fit  between  theory  and   

    experiment ,  the  following  conditions   must  be  satisified. 

      1.The  sample  observations  should  be  independent. 

      2. Constraints  on  the  cell  frequencies,if  any, must  be  linear. 

      3. N,  the  total  frequency  should  be  reasonably  large,say greater  than  50. 

      4. No  theoretical  cell  frequency   should  be   less than  5.  If  any  theoretical 

         Cell  frequency  is  less than  5, then  for  application   of       test  , it  is   

         pooled  with  the  succeeding  or preceding   so  that  the  pooled  frequency   

         is more than  5.  This  is  to  make   the      distribution  a  continuous   

         distribution  to  maintain  the  character  of  continuity  of   the  distribution. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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12.What  do  you  mean  by  Chi-square  test  of  goodness  of  fit?Apr-May 2010 

              This is  a   powerful  test  for  testing  the significance  of  the  discrepancy   

between   theory  and  experiment.  It   helps  us  to  find  if  the  deviation   of   

the  experiment   from  theory  is  just  by  chance   or  it  is due to  the   

inadequacy  of  the  theory   to  fit  the  observed  data.   

      If  Oi(i=1,2,…n)  is  a  set  of  observed  frequencies   and  Ei(i=1,2,…n)  is  the 

corresponding  set  of expected  frequencies  then   

     
        

 

  

 
            with  the  condition  that     

 
       

 
    

follows  chi-square  distribution  with  (n-1)  degrees  of  freedom. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

13.What  are  the  assumptions  of  t-test? 

      (1)The  parent  population  from  which  the  sample is  drawn  is  normal. 

      (2)The  sample  observations  are  independent. 

      (3)The  sample  is  random. 

      (4) The  population  standard deviation    is  unknown  and  the sample  size is  n<30. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

14.State  the  chi-square  value  for  2x2  contingency  table Nov-Dec 2012 

     In  a  2x2  contingency   table  where in  the  frequencies  are  

a b 

 c d 

the  value  of      is    
                 

                    
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

15.Write down  the  applications  of  F  test. 
    (i) To  test whether  there  is  any  significant  difference  between  two  estimates  of   

         Population  variance. 

   (ii)To  test  if  the  two  samples  have  come  from  the  same  population. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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